Resinco Capital Partners Funds Stem Cell Project at Oxford University
The work will focus on a new novel approach in tissue repair and stem cell regeneration
Vancouver, BC, March 15, 2019 – Resinco Capital Partners Inc. (CSE:RIN, OTC:
RSCZF, FRANKFURT: L6V1) (the “Company” or “Resinco”), a global investment company which specializes in providing early-stage financing to private and public companies, is pleased to announce funding for
a project at the University of Oxford in the laboratory of Professor Jagdeep Nanchahal.
Through the Company’s wholly owned subsidiary ReFormation Pharmaceuticals Corp. (“ReFormation”)
and in partnership with 180 Therapeutics LP, a clinical stage biopharmaceutical company focused on the
discovery and development of novel biologic therapies for the treatment of fibrosis, the project will focus on
a novel approach to promote tissue repair and re-generation by targeting the body’s own stem cells and
enhancing their effectiveness.
The project, in partnership with 180 Therapeutics, a clinical stage biopharmaceutical company focused on
the discovery and development of novel biologic therapies for the treatment of fibrosis, will focus on a novel
approach to promote tissue repair and regeneration by targeting the body’s own stem cells and enhancing
their effectiveness.
“We have identified a molecule (HMGB1) that primes the body’s own stem cells to accelerate repair and
regeneration following injury. This funding will provide the necessary tools needed to research the many
challenges associated with growing stem cells outside the body and injecting them back. The work will
focus on regeneration of broken bones and injured muscles, as well as several new indications,” says
Professor Jagdeep Nanchahal, co-founder of ReFormation Pharmaceuticals.
“This research agreement will help facilitate unmet clinical needs to develop the disruptive technology that
will deliver a first in class therapeutic,” says Alex Somjen, President & CEO of Resinco Capital Partners
Inc. “ReFormation’s research pipeline will deliver further IP where no comparative treatment exists.”
ReFormation will be funding up to US$1,200,000 into a 12-month project with goals to patent new molecules
that promote repair and will receive a right of first negotiation for the project assets.
About Resinco Capital Partners
Resinco Capital Partners is a global investment company which specializes in providing early stage financing to private and public companies as well as medical cannabis pharmaceutical companies. The Company
engages in new, early stage investment opportunities in previously underdeveloped assets and obtaining
significant positions in early stage investment opportunities that adequately reflect the risk profile.
Website www.resincocp.com
About ReFormation Pharmaceuticals Corp
ReFormation Pharmaceuticals Corp is a pharmaceutical Company headquartered in Toronto, ON, with its
Research and Development team at the University of Oxford. The Company is focused on an innovative
approach to repair vital organs by using an endogenous trigger of repair (HMGB1). ReFormation is based
on disruptive technology which will deliver a first in-class therapeutic. The Company has identified a molecule that primes the body’s own stem cells from a diverse range of tissues to accelerate repair and regeneration following injury. The Company’s research pipeline will deliver further IP based on a comprehensive
work package of testing in animal models of diseases where no comparative treatment exists. ReFormation

Pharmaceuticals is co-founded Professor Jagdeep Nanchahal, and Prof Sir Marc Feldmann, AC, FRS, of
the University of Oxford
Website: https://www.reformationpharma.com/
About 180 Therapeutics
180 Therapeutics is a clinical stage biopharmaceutical company focused on the discovery and development
of novel biologic therapies for the treatment of fibrosis, a process of excessive undesirable scarring which
is a major unmet medical need in many different human diseases. The unique scientific approach used to
identify their therapeutic drug pipeline for fibrosis is based on the original, ground-breaking science of Sir
Marc Feldmann, a prestigious Lasker Award and Canada-Gairdner award recipient who pioneered the discovery of anti-TNF therapeutics, creating a $36 billion annual drug market class today. The discovery of
TNF as a mediator of numerous immune-driven diseases originated from analysis of human disease tissue
from patients with rheumatoid arthritis, which identified the key mediators of disease.
Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange nor its Market Regulator (as that term is defined in the policies
of the Canadian Securities Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
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